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Babae Ka, Hindi Babae Lang: The Quality of Life and Lived Experiences of Female Delivery Riders


Abstract

Delivery riders became frontline workers who assisted everyone in getting their daily supplies. They transported them to their destinations when the pandemic started, and everyone had to stay home to stop the COVID-19 virus from spreading. Thus, this study explores the experiences, challenges, and coping mechanisms of 15 Female Delivery Riders in Bulacan, Philippines. The study employed Heideggerian Phenomenology and Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). Further, the following themes arise: (1) The Realist, (2) The Accommodated, (3) The Vulnerable, and (4) The Determined. These themes highlighted the experiences and challenges faced by the participants. Moreover, it is highly suggested that female employees should be given preferential assistance given their physical capabilities and role in the family. Thus, local government units should provide an alternative source of income that will allow them to have quality time with their family, especially their children.
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Introduction

Delivery riders became frontline workers who assisted everyone in getting their daily supplies. They transported them to their destinations when the pandemic started, and everyone had to stay home to stop the COVID-19 virus from spreading (Gonzales, 2021). The challenges faced by the transportation sector are worsened by driver turnover. Beyond the significance of hiring top individuals, employers also need to consider how to keep their new hires. The company’s drivers serve as its public face and speak for the business (James, 2019). Due to financial restraints, countless people had to work as delivery drivers, revealing them to various new involvements and experiences they would not have otherwise had (Awi et al., 2021). In North America, women make up around half of the workforce in platforms for home services, food delivery, and cruise. While studies have shown that gig workers experience discrimination, harassment, and a gender wage gap, our knowledge of women’s views on these problems and their coping techniques is lacking (Ma et al., 2022).

As the super app, Grab PH doubles down on its attempts to have more excellent female representation among its driver and delivery-partner communities (Manila Times, 2022). Its objective is to provide inclusive livelihood options. Female delivery partners may reach any of the driver centers around the nation for any support or worries they may have as they begin their adventure, while Grab PH’s partner centres in Metro Manila offer end-to-end assistance from application to onboarding.

The number of jobs available to women increases as a new industry welcomes more of them. Jobs for women can modernize traditional culture in a place like the Philippines where gender conventions place the male as the breadwinner. In families with a single source of income or unpredictable incomes, a full- or part-time job might make all the difference. The increased financial stability ensures a higher standard of living for the working individual and their families. Beyond the monetary value, the empowered women of 2022 will have intangible benefits. The kids in their life, particularly the young girls, develop into admirable female role models (Transportify, 2022).

Furthermore, Wu (2022) states that female riders entered a male-dominated sector because they had time freedom, had lower occupational thresholds, and anticipated being able to utilize their subjective judgments to improve their earnings. However, this freedom also forces them to lose more sleep, have more work, and be without true ties to the outside world as they attempt to raise their level of social adaptation.

Pancharoen and Phuaphansawat (2021) explained that, on the other hand, former and old risk management strategies are used differently by food delivery drivers. Because the drivers themselves are controlling their risk, as seen by the frequency, severity, and duration of hazards from the study, the risk outcome that impacts
In line with the abovementioned contextual issues, the researchers seek to establish a study about the lived experiences of female delivery riders, the challenges they currently face, and how they cope with these issues to continue making earnings for their families. They come to appreciate the realities of life as Filipino female delivery drivers.

Research Questions

This study explores the experiences, challenges, and coping mechanisms of Female Delivery Riders. Specifically, this sought to answer the following questions:

1. What are the lived experiences of Female Delivery Riders?
2. What are the challenges faced by Female Delivery Riders?
3. What are the coping mechanisms of Female Delivery Riders?

Methodology

This study employed Heideggerian phenomenology to explore the participant's lived experiences.

Participants of the Study

This study was composed of fifteen (15) female delivery riders as its participants. Thus, the participant in this study is a current resident of Bulacan, Philippines.

Instrument of the Study

This study utilized a semi-structured interview guide that underwent thorough content evaluation by validators to verify its accuracy. The researchers created the interview guide, as mentioned above, which includes particular questions to concentrate on the four key themes of this study. The questions primarily addressed the lived experiences, challenges, coping mechanisms, and quality of life of female delivery riders. Furthermore, it's crucial to remember that the participant had the freedom to voice out any concerns or requests for clarification related to these questions.

Data Collection Process

The researchers used a semi-structured interview guide to gather the data and reach in-depth findings. The interview was conducted through interactions that took place in person. The researchers prepared the consent to participate in this study in advance. The participants received this personally, including the informed notice that the entire conduct of the interview would be recorded for the transcription of verbatim phrases and sentences from the participants.

Ethical Considerations

Legal considerations have been made for every step in numerous investigations and research. One of the most crucial components of research ethics is informed participation. To safeguard the human subjects taking part in research, rules mandating informed consent have been issued. Notifying potential research participants of the major components of a study and what is included allows them to choose if they would like to participate. The participants must not be affected in any way by the interview procedure, whether on purpose or incidentally (Gupta, 2013). The participants also have the option to withdraw from participating if any unexpected event may require them to do so. In compliance with the Data Privacy Act of 2012 (DPA), officially known as Republic Act No. 10173, this study intends to safeguard participants' private and public information. Input from participants will remain confidential and will not be used for other purposes outside the study.

Data Analysis Procedure

A detailed study is required to generate accurate and essential aspects of the data obtained from female delivery riders. This study utilized the Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA), which was developed on the modified Van Kaam technique made well-known by Moustakas because the researchers'
goal is to gather in-depth information about the participants’ experienced phenomena. This type of analysis is also suitable, especially in a study wherein the researchers are examining detailed responses from the participants, including their lived experiences, challenges, coping mechanisms, and quality of life. The transcripts of the interview, which contain participants’ actual words or verbatim, will be carefully reviewed and analyzed. Firstly, it is essential to consider gaining an exploratory understanding from the initial data gathered. After that, forming categories and separating data according to themes will be essential. This study’s key themes included: female delivery riders’ lived experiences, challenges, coping mechanisms, and quality of life. Some aspects underneath these themes will also be analyzed thoroughly. By doing so, a more accurate and reliable set of data will be gathered, and more understandable results will come out. Furthermore, data saturation will be met when no new information is found through data analysis; when that happens, it alerts researchers that they may need to stop collecting data (Hancock et al., 2016).

Results and Discussion

This section presents the four main themes of this study, namely: (1) The Realist, (2) The Accommodated, (3) The Vulnerable, and (4) The Determined.

The Realist

With a huge margin, the participants are the ones who accept various situation with an “it is what it is” attitude and prepares to deal with them and treats them as normal parts of a difficult way of living. Most of the participants in this study, female delivery riders, believed that their life became more stable because they took the chances to have even the smallest possible salary. Also, their spare time could be used for working; thus they took the opportunity to work and have money even at nighttime. Moreover, they are more resilient because they realise that it is the key to coping and surviving.

I’ll take even the smallest salary

When asked about the amount of salary they acquire every day, Participant 3 answered that it is not fixed and they need to have perseverance, especially on the days that their salary is low.

Participant 3 mentioned that,


With a varying amount of daily salary, Participant 1 stated that one of the reasons for this is the planner set by the riding company.

“Salary, ahh kase sa rider depende sa booking e tulad ngayon meron kaming planner simula nung nilabas si planner hindi naging maganda yung kita ahm, may araw na isang booking lang maghapon yung isang booking na yun ahm kung 58 Pesos na delivery fee yung lang yung kita mo so, hindi naging maganda yung planner na na-encounter namin sa ngayon.”

In line with the findings of Talamayan (2022), riders are compelled to accept unfair payment schedules and working conditions because of the severe fines for non-compliant riders and the difficulties finding work amid the pandemic. This shows that female delivery riders are like many other workers who accept how the system works and keep on working for the sake of having an income for the family despite daily work struggles.

I hold my time for work

Luckily, for the female delivery riders, the work they got into does not require them to observe a fixed timeframe. Based on the response of Participant 5, she holds her time for work.

She stated that,

“Sa ganitong trabaho kasi, hawak ko talaga oras ko kaya nagagawa ko muna ’yung ibang gawain bago ako magwork.”

Several participants have stated the same. According to the statement of Participant 7, she controls how long she is stuck under the sun while riding.

“Dito talaga sa amin, ’di naman talaga fixed ang oras sa work, minsan nasa amin na rin kung magwwork kami as rider o hindi. Kadalasay nasa amin na talaga kung gaano katagal kaming nakabilad sa arawan.”

According to Quitlong et al. (2020), given that the results of their study demonstrate that Grab Food can meet and support its employees' financial demands, those who are interested in working there [delivery riding companies] should think about devoting their time and effort to the endeavor. But, since they do not have fixed time at work as delivery riders, they hold their time and they are their own bosses even if they...
are outside different companies. The majority of the participants revealed that it is up to them whether to go out and ride or to stay at home and do household chores.

**Resiliency is the key**

Waxmann (2021) states that there are still several areas where notable gender disparities may be seen, and the tremendous improvement in women’s resiliency and coping skills aid them in overcoming these situations. In line with this, several participants expressed how resilient they are and how others are shocked at why they still have the courage to pursue being female delivery riders.

Participant 1 mentioned that,

“Actually, palakasan ng loob ‘yan lalo kung rider ka syempre sinasabi nila na parang isang paa mo parang nasa hugay, parang nanganganan lang. Yung isang paa mo nasa hugay, yung ganun, kase syempre delikado kase kalsada kalaban mo dyan e.”

People, specifically customers, get shocked as they encounter female delivery riders just like the experience shared by Participant 1.

Participant 1 elaborated,

“Actually, may naencounter ako niyan taga jollibee crew sa Pulo lahat ng sabi niya sa akin “rider ka po?”, sabi ko “oo bakit?”. Hanggang-hanga siya kase ngayon lang daw siya nakakita ng rider na babae sabi niya actually hindi siya makapaniwala tapos yung ibang customer ko naman din na natedeliveran nagagulat sila like “pwede pala rider na babae ahh...”. Sinasabi ko “Opo pwede naman”, tapos tinatanong ako kung mahirap ba, sabi ko madali lang, alam niyong nakakataba ng puso kase hangang-hanga sila sayo, pinupuri ka nila kase never pa daw silang nakaencounter ng babae na rider more on mas madalas na halaki yun, yung ganun iyon nakaka-ano siya parang nakapagpalakas pa ng loob.”

As the participants experience being in these types of situations, they eventually have a level of resiliency that is enough to handle and surpass future problems. Supporting the result, the World Health Organization (2019) addresses gender imbalances and stereotypes in the health and social care workforce and states that there should be Gender Equity Hub that aims to promote important gender-related programs. Furthermore, by putting more women into paid, formal employment with positive health, education, nutrition, income, and empowerment, as well as that of their families and communities, gender analysis of the female health and social care manpower, will enable the realization of a stronger female workforce in various fields of work and will provide a more balanced working field when it comes to gender. Lastly, the researchers found out that resiliency should always be the key in a world of "it is what it is” approach, and this must not be limited to men only.

**The Accommodated**

Most of the participants in this study experienced good relationships with colleagues and have high self-efficacy while working as delivery riders. They are continuously finding ways to help their husband or partners with family expenses. Their workmates as delivery riders made them feel accommodated as they hustle for financial independence, work on some adjustments in life, and receive strong support from colleagues.

**I am reaching financial stability**

When asked about the changes in their lives as they are being accommodated by the delivery riding companies they are working at, Participant 1 responded that their quality of life improved as she gets enough money for the family too, not just her husband.

Participant 3 mentioned that,

“Compared sa dati siguro sa financial, medyo umano ano ahm, medyo umano ano, umangat kase nagkaroon ako ng income unlike before husband ko lang yang inaasahan ko. Yung ganun kase ngayon natutulungan ko sa financial, nabilibi ko yung gusto ko at ng mga bata, yung mga ganun.”

Participant 2 also responded that her colleagues and her love for motorcycles are why she became a rider. Since she is earning in this work, she continued working as a delivery rider.

“Ahhh reason, mahilig talaga akong magmotor, ehhh ano parang niyaya ako ng mga kasamahan ko na “pasok tayo sa ganito” ganun, dun na, since kumikita naman ako ng pera sayang tuloy ko na lang din.”

With their need to bring sufficient monetary input for the family, female delivery riders had the phrase “at least” in their minds. For them, a little is better than none, thus they continue their work as long as it makes them less worried about finances.

Participant 3 mentioned that,

“Yun nga yung tulad noon at least yun kapagka everyday na budget lagi kami may budget sa bahay, di...”
ka manggagarag sa mga bayarin, kasi laging ‘at least’ meron na nakaabang na lang, babayaran mo na lang [mga bills].”

She then proudly added, “Tututulon din ako sa asawa ko kaya ako nagwork, tututulon din ako sa asawa ko sa mga gastusin sa bahay. Kailangan ng additional e.”

In support, Awi et al. (2021) came out with the findings that due to financial constraints, many people had to work as delivery drivers, which exposed them to a variety of new experiences they would not have otherwise had. Through this, the researchers came up with an understanding that the monetary problems led the females to enter the delivery riding field.

In line with the abovementioned, Participant 1 explained how delivery riding helped her family financially and how it contributed when her husband got home after the termination of work abroad.

Participant 1 mentioned that, “Ahmm...financial tapos, ahm, una kase yung husband ko napaaawi siya [from abroad] nawalan siya ng work, tapos nagstay siya dito ng kulang 1 year. Tapos ahm, yung pag-gragarab ko yung nakatulong sa amin sa financial, kaya ayun.”

I am protected by colleagues!

World Health Organization (2022) states in an article that protecting the safety of your drivers is both the sensible way to do it and essential to keeping your business operating since millions of people depend on safe, on-time deliveries of online orders, restaurant meals, parcels, and other things. With these, the researchers found that these female delivery riders need to feel safe while working, thus their workmates should not cause any harm or should not be the reason why they feel hurt, especially in the physical and emotional aspects. Associated with this, several participants described how respected and protected they became in the presence of their colleagues.

Participant 1 elaborated that, “Kase sa experience as a rider na babae ano kapag kasama ko yung mga kasamahan nararamdaman ko yung alam mo yung paggalang pag ikaw yung halimbawa yung isa kung kasamahan niloloko-loko ka, yung iba pagtatanggol ka, yung ganan. Tapos yun nga yung sinabe ko kanina ginagawa nila nagagawa ko rin, yung ganan.”

Due to their few percentages in the number of riders, female riders should feel protected especially against disrespectful customers and colleagues. Some of the female riders expressed how they feel their colleagues’ concern for their safety.

Participant 2 mentioned that, “Syempre nag-isa ako diyan talaqa [na babae], ano yun, mga protective ang mga yun sa akin. Palabiro, pero kung may ano-anong nagtatansong sila na ‘hinastos ka ba nila?’, lalo sa madaling araw.”

According to Waxmann (2021), it should come as no surprise that the situation of women varies based on who surrounds them and that the process of achieving equality with men has reached various stages in various spheres of life given the diverse starting points of the women’s movement. With these, the responses of the participants could imply that the talks about the safety and protection of female delivery riders should not end with this study, and thus this study should be a bridge to investigate riders' protection in the field further. Fascinatingly, the researchers saw a glimpse of several female delivery riders who positively continues their relationships with their male colleagues – and their other female coworkers must be glad about it.

The Vulnerable

One of the main themes of the responses shows that it is truly a challenge for female delivery riders to maintain smooth flows of connections between them and the customers. Indicated in this section are most of the female delivery riders lived experiences of how they are challenged by fake bookings and how they became more likely to meet harm through road/location safety matters. Moreover, as they became more exposed to harm in the field/road, they subsequently had lesser time for their families. Many of them also experienced problems in terms of physical condition and misjudgments from society as they keep on doing what is encompassed in their work as delivery riders.

Accident-prone workers

As the female delivery riders gamble their health on the roads, it is unsure where an accident may occur. They are prone to road accidents, not just those events that are unintentionally caused by riders, but by other road users too.

Several participants shared their experiences when asked about their negative encounters with other road riders.
Participant 1 elaborated that, 

“Ahm, minsan nagdeliver ako... nabangga ako ng motor sa ano. Motor sa motor, sa Batia? bali crossing siya and then padrteso ako ang tulin ng takbo niya walang siyang helmet tatlo sila sa motor ano magkakamag-anak tapos nabangga niya ako sa gitna [ng motor] ko kung tutuusin kasalanan niya kaya lang hindi ko na siya inano kase hindi naman ako nasaktan so hinayaan ko nalan... hindi naman ako natumba, nagkagasing yung motor kaunti pero hinayaan ko na hindi ko na siya inano na magbayad o magpabaranggay.”

In her experience, she expressed patience to the point that she did not let things get worse. In line with this, according to Schnitker and Emmons (2007), it has long been acknowledged that patience is a human virtue and an essential element of moral greatness. Thus, what the participant has expressed shows one of the most important tools for humanity – patience.

Correlated to her abovementioned experience, the researchers found that patience is an important quality of a human being, especially those who face triggering situations. However, aside from the internal aspect, Participant 1 added that a rider's safety is also not in her hands because other inconsiderate riders do not care about other road users and can sometimes be the reasons why careful drivers also experience unpleasant incidents.

Participant 1 further stated that, 

“Kasi kahit anong ingat mo, kung yung mga nakakasalubong mo sa kalsada barubal magdrive, alam mo yun, walang pakiet sa mga nakakasalamuha niya sa kalsada, useless si safety na ginagawa mo kayo nasasakinila pa rin, di pa rin natin hawak.”

She proudly added, 

“Para kase sakin hindi ako ganun katulain magpatakbo, matulun ako magpatakbo kapag walang ibang sasakyan. Pero kapag may ibang sasakyan na ano ahm, alam kong alangantin ako lalo sa pagsingit hindi ko siya ginagawa kase syempre minsan may nakikipagkarerahan na kasamahan mo e yung ganun, yun pag ganun hindi ako papatol kase syempre pwede akong madigrasya ganun lang.”

Interestingly, based on Herald Express (2020), the firm [Food Panda] now covers the accident insurance of its delivery staff. With this, if an accident occurs by any chance, riders would be less worried about how to handle it. However, they also play a part in ensuring road safety by keeping good driving every time they go on the roads.

Also, Tran et al. (2022) stated that many drivers adopted unsafe and risky traffic practices as a result of the stress brought by their jobs. However, the researchers found that several female delivery riders believe in the famous phrase "slowly but surely" whenever they drive their motorcycles.

Participant 3 mentioned that, 

“Ahhh talagang ingat lang maka basta yung kahtin di ganan kabilis basta yung safe lang na makarating sa customer yun lang ang nasa isip ko.”

This implies that safety should be one of the riders' top priorities and they must ensure that they should always keep a good quality of service while keeping a proper attitude in driving.

When fake booking hits

When asked about her latest biggest problem, Participant 2 explained that there are times that fake bookers will attack; and as a rider, she believes that Karma would not follow her but the ones who did it to her.

Participant 2 stated that, 

“Wala ehhh, parang ano lang, isipin mo na lang na ano ka ngayon, siguro di mo araw ngayon, bawi ka na lang sa susunod pero lang naman yan, kumbaga yung karma di naman sayo babalik, dun lang naman yan sa gumawa sayo nun.”

Indeed, we all have some days when we can say "maybe it's not my day today”, and the researchers considered that female delivery riders should somehow have this attitude to eliminate the thought of reciprocating a negative act towards them, like what many discourteous customers are constantly doing.

I have lesser time for the family

Time is the most precious gift we can give someone, like in a famous saying. However, female delivery riders found it difficult to give because their work as riders became a huge reason for them not to spend more time with their families.

Participant 2 mentioned that, 

"Less syempre yung oras, oras talaga. Pero ano naman ahhh, nabawasan ang oras, pero kumbaga iniwan ko lang naman yung mga bata yung time na
In support, Žnidaršič and Bernik (2021) discussed that work-family balance policies and practices, such as encouragement from a leader and coworkers and family-friendly activities, have a beneficial influence on an individual’s work-family balance, which increases work engagement as well as the overall evaluation of the company’s support for work-family balance. However, several participants revealed that they have unfixed time scheduling as delivery riders.

Participant 2 explained that,

“Sa isang araw usually full-time kasi pero ano putol-putol ‘yung oras like lalabas ako ng 1:00 ng hapon tapos uuwi ako 9:00 ng gabi tapos babalik ako ng 11:00 ng gabi, derecho na iyon hanggang 5:00 madaling araw taps uuwi ulit ako ganon ‘yong routine.”

Furthermore, female delivery riders are found to be struggling with balancing time between work and family. Participant 5 said that it is because she is assigned to the majority of chores in their home, especially when it comes to taking care of her 5-month-old baby at the same time.

She strongly uttered,

“Meron kasi akong baby 5 months pa lang, tsaka assigned talaga ako sa halos lahat ng mga gawain sa bahay dahil same kami ng partner ko na nagwework pero mas madalas syang wala dahil sa malayuan yung kanya.”

In addition, Participants 6 and 7 shared almost the same.

“Panganay ako e, kadalasan ako rin sa maraming gawain sa bahay kaya yung pagiging delivery rider ko sa isang araw hindi fixed kung anong oras.” and “Sa akin ang household chores kaya lumalabas lang ako sa bahay at nagwework pag ubos na gawain sa bahay, kadalasan hapon na ako hanggang gabii.”

As mentioned in the above statements, some female delivery riders experienced being in a variety of situations at work, limiting them from having quality time with their families or the other way around. These experiences change the way they manage their time for work and family, and the balancing became harder due to work overload. However, female delivery riders stood still and stayed focused despite managing time problems, which will be presented in the later section.

The Determined

A strongly positive view of your goal for yourself and your loved ones is an essential part of success in most fields. Determination is important because this includes doing certain tasks to better follow a built plan of action – regardless of the negativities in the path through the endpoint. This section of the study reveals that suitability for changing conditions, a sense of belongingness, continuous dedication, and being family-oriented are key factors that helped female delivery riders in being still. Good quality of life for female delivery riders also depends on the riders themselves since a rider’s ability to do the responsibilities with higher efficiency directly affects how stressed they are, as income is perceived as a necessity.

I am suitable for changing conditions

Flexibility toward changing situations every day is an important part of working as a female delivery rider. They must remain focused as they encounter ups and downs at work. Participant 1 explained her reason why she still delivered one order despite the flood and the distance of the location from hers.

“Minsan nakaencounter ako na siguro ganitong oras, ang deliver ko is Tiaong, Guiguinto, baha tapos layo diba, tas naisip ko kung icancel ko ba o ide deliver ko siya kaya lang may ano kase may impact siya sa ratings once na magspecil ka lalo kung food magkakaroon ka ng cancellation rate e once na magkaroon ka ng cancellation rate ka ang hirap niyang bawian ang laki ng points ni cancellation rate at bago mo siya mahawi, mga 15 rides e.”

Participant 3 explained her first plan with her motorcycle which is to be used as a service only, but she eventually ends up using it for delivery riding as she sees an opportunity there to have a more reasonable income.

Participant 3 stated that,

“Ahh kasi una reason ko [sa pagkaha ng motor], kasi kumuhang kasi ako ng tricycle na personal ko para may pang service-service ako tapos at the same time yung sa kurute namin ako ang nagbabayad kaya ngwork din ako.”

Also, as discussed in the study by Melia (2020), motorcycles are far less expensive than more wheeled vehicles, which eliminates several barriers for drivers who want to transport packages but do not have enough money to buy a car. However, this does not
abolish the idea that 2-wheeled vehicles are more prone to road accidents than other several-wheeled vehicles.

Based on Goodman (2021), in comparison to most other road vehicles, riding a motorbike significantly increases your exposure to rain, lightning, heat, wind, and other weather patterns. This can occasionally make life challenging, especially if you rely only on your motorcycle for transportation and work. You can find yourself traveling under difficult circumstances. It may be an endurance challenge or an even more hazardous one. Thus, female delivery riders are facing difficult situations in the field. That's why their suitability for changing conditions is a huge factor affecting several working aspects.

I am stress-free!

In reality, people can work more productively if they are surrounded by the ones who make them feel welcome and stress-free. A sense of being stress-free is an essential matter in terms of maintaining a good attitude towards work. With these, Participant 1 explained how her stress level is lowered due to the bond that she and her colleagues share with one another.

Participant 1 mentioned that,

“Ahm... wala siguro kase kapag nasa work ka malelessen yung stress mo kapag yung mga kasama mo kase merong mga palabiro, may mga kwentuhan, nag-aaya kainan ng ganito, yung parang ganun.”

Moreover, a sense of belongingness also led to higher self-efficacy for female riders most likely because of the constant similarities between male and female riders in everyday tasks that they do together.

Participant 1 added,

“Parang feeling ko pag magkakasama kami lalaki na rin ako kase yung ginagawa nila nagagawa ko din tapos actually delikado yung ganun pero ano ahm... tawag dun ahh...lakas ng loob.”

Participant 6 shared almost the same,

“Nilalakasan ko lang loob ko kasi unti-unti nakakasanayan ko na na mga ginagawa ng lalaki tsaka narealize ko kaya ko naman talaga. Mula nung dumami mga nakasama kong lalaki, nakita kong wala naman pala kaming pinagkaiba masyado, kaya ko rin naman karamihan sa ginagawa e kasi madali lang naman din pag di ka na ilang sa kasama.”

The way they said things about courage makes it clearer that the blur in the lines between male and female significantly disappears. Furthermore, according to Faraz et al. (2021), a high level of self-efficacy, which the study discovered, positively impacts task and contextual job performance but has no relationship with unproductive conduct. The researchers discovered that the workplace had an impact on both self-efficacy and productivity.

Thrifty for the family

Survival is one of the main reasons people are working for money; for most female delivery riders, this task [working] should not be limited to men only. Also, as female delivery riders get money from working, this should be saved and allocated for several everyday expenses. Participant 1 discussed how and why she prepares for future expenses.

Participant 1 elaborated that,

“Oo sa mga bata, sa ahm dito sa bahay, kase marami pang aayusin kung gusto kong makaipon na di alam ng asawa ko, sa madaling salita makaapagtabi ako ng sariling kong pera para if ever na kagaya niya kapag pinampisahan ulit ito (bahay) or ano meron akong sariling hawak na pera kase ano from the start sa aming mag-asawa ano ako e ahm, alam mo yung hindi ko inaasahan sa kanya lang lahat tsaka yung madiskarte sa madaling salita.”

According to an article in ICICI Pru (2020), saving money is one of the key components of wealth accumulation and ensuring a stable financial future. You may escape life's uncertainties by saving money, which also allows you the chance to live a decent life. Thus, the participants' thriftiness for the future of their families can help them fight fears and worries about their well-being. Finding more ways to have money for future use is a great attitude, but a challenging one when it comes to low-income riders.

I am more than just a woman!

Every participant had different sides or perspectives towards gender roles, but the only thing they all agreed on is that being a female does not limit them to what they can do. Participant 2 stated that people should not say that women are just women; a woman like her believes that they can do what a man does.

“Sa akin naman po kasi di nita pwedeng sabihing “babae lang yan”, ang sa akin lang naman kasi kaya ako nandito kasi kaya ko namang gawin ang kayang
“Kumbaga kasi di ko na rin iniisip kung ano yung iisipin ng ibang tao, kasi ang mahalaga sa akin basta ako kumikita ako wala akong ginagawang masama, kinikita ko nang maaayos, nang wala akong naagrabyado na ibang tao yun.” (P3)

Conclusion

Based on the findings, the following conclusions are derived: Female delivery riders' families would not have sufficient money for everyday necessities if only the head of the family will work. Thus, female delivery riders are willing to take action to stabilise their finances, even with a threat to their safety and with unfixed salaries.

Most of the female delivery riders in Bulacan, specifically in Sta. Maria, Bocaue, and Marilao areas are prone to road accidents and fake bookings. Also, being delivery riders has put them in situations wherein they tend to have lesser time for their family. This is because even though they hold their time for work, they still need to spend additional time on it to gain more money for the needs of their families.

Due to the small percentage of female delivery riders in the industry, it is a strange thing for some people. This caused the female riders to express themselves by saying that women can also accomplish what men can do – in several aspects, not just in their job. This leads to the solid statement that being female does not limit them in what they can accomplish.

Further, female delivery riders firmly believe that if they get easily affected by negative occurrences, no improvements will be observed in their quality of life. Thus, as female delivery riders, resiliency is one of the most effective keys to surpassing hardships and striving for the betterment of their lives.

Moreover, it is highly suggested that female employees should be given preferential assistance given their physical capabilities and role in the family. Thus, local government units should provide an alternative source of income that will allow them to have quality time with their family, especially their children.
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